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Abstract
We construct a G set G!!2! with null vertical sections such that each perfect set P 2!
meets almost all vertical sections of G in the following sense: we can dene from P subsets
S(i) (i2!) of ! of density zero such that whenever the section determined by x2!! does not
meet P, then x(i)2 S(i) for all but nitely many i. This generalizes theorems of Mokobodzki
(Ensembles a coupes denombrables, Seminaire de Probabilites, Universite de Srasbourg 1977=78)
and Brendle et al. (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 59 (1992) 185{199). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Following Bartoszynski [1] we call any function S :!! P(!) a slalom with terms
S(i) (i2!). We say that a slalom S
(1) covers a real x2!! if 81i x(i)2 S(i),
(2) is a covering slalom for a model V of ZFC if it covers all reals from V .
The notion of slalom proved to be very useful in studying combinatorial properties
of measure and category (see [2]). For instance, one of the fundamental results of
Bartoszynski says that a set of positive measure of random reals yields a covering
slalom whose ith term has size 6i. This slalom can then be used to construct a
comeager set of Cohen reals. Together this is a way of proving that the additivity
number of measure is less equal than that of category.
We introduce density zero slaloms, i.e. slaloms with terms of density zero. They
turn out to be closely connected to perfect sets of random reals.
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We prove that a perfect set of random reals yields a covering density zero slalom
while a single random real does not. The rst fact strengthens a theorem of
Brendle et al. [5], who got from a perfect set of random reals that the old reals are
either dominated or null. (We show that a covering density zero slalom makes the old
reals either dominated or null.) The second fact generalizes a theorem of Mokobodzki
[11], who (in forcing version of Cichon) proved that in a single random real extension
there is no perfect set of random reals.
We also show that a random real adds a covering lower density zero slalom, i.e., a
covering slalom with terms of lower density zero. Actually, such slaloms exist i the
old reals are meager.
Perfect sets of random reals play an important role in ccc nite support iterations.
Judah and Shelah [7] showed that to avoid random reals at limit stages it is enough
not to add perfect sets of random reals along the way. Thus, by our result, it suces
to avoid covering density zero slaloms. Density zero slaloms are usually much easier
to handle than perfect sets of random reals { they forget enough to clarify the picture.
One of the reasons is that for many forcings the old reals that are covered by a new
density zero slalom are also covered by an old density zero slalom. This happens,
for instance, in the case of the remarkable iteration done by Shelah [15] to prove that
consistently the conality of the covering number of measure is ! (see [13] for a more
detailed account).
Our results are based on the properties of a special G set described in the Abstract.
This set is in fact a variant of the standard universal set for null subsets of 2!. The
property it enjoys seems to be quite interesting in itself, even if one has no interest
in random reals. After all, Mokobodzki’s theorem, which follows from this property,
comes from abstract analysis.
1.1. Conventions
n= f0; 1; : : : ; n−1g. The upper (lower) density of A! is the upper (lower) limit of
jA\ nj=n; density zero means upper density zero. We write (A) for the upper density
of A.
We use the following abbreviations:
 81 { for all but nitely many,
 91 { there are innitely many,
 Vi { SjTi>j,
 Wi { TjSi>j.
For any partial function  from ! into 2 let [] = fx2 2!:  xg. If u is a family of
such functions, let [u] =
S
2u [] and, for A!, let ujA= fjA: 2 ug.
A nonempty T2<! is a tree if for all 2T; 9i _i2T and 8n<jj jn2T . T
is the set of all trees. A tree is perfect if every node has at least two incompatible
extensions. For T 2T let
lim T = ft 2 2!: 8n tjn2Tg:
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If 2T , let
T = f: [ 2Tg:
P(X ) denotes the power set of X . We identify P(!) with 2! via characteristic
functions.
S is the set of all slaloms (identied with (2!)!), S0 is the set of all density zero
slaloms.
For S 2S, let^
S = fx: 81i x(i)2 S(i)g;
_
S = fx: 91i x(i)2 S(i)g:
A real x2!! is dominated by y2!! if 81x(i)<y(i). It is not hard to see that if
S 2S0 then there is y2!! and a single density zero A! such that if x is covered
by S then 81i x(i)2A[y(i).
I and J are reserved for -ideals of subsets of Polish spaces. We consider only
-ideals that include points and have Borel bases (each set from I is covered by a
Borel set from I). BI denotes the -eld generated by I and Borel sets. Recall
that BI = fB  I : B Borel; I 2Ig ( is the symmetric dierence), and that any BI
measurable function is equal to a Borel function on a set whose complement is from
I. If X is the underlying space of I, we say that I lives on X . We say that I is
ccc if outside I there is no uncountable family of pairwise disjoint Borel subsets of
X . ‘8Ix’ abbreviates ‘for all relevant x but a set from I’.
We use the following -ideals:
N { null (measure zero) subsets of 2!;
M { meager subsets of 2!;
E { sets covered by null F subsets of 2!;
D { density zero sets, i.e., subsets of !! that are covered by density zero slaloms;
K { dominated (i.e., -compact) subsets of !!.
Thus, for instance, ‘8Dx’ means
‘for all x2!! but a set that is covered by a density zero slalom’:
It is well known that EM\N (see [2]). It is also not hard to see that KD
and that DM if M is thought of as an ideal on !! rather than on 2!.
For BXY and x2X let Bx denote the vertical section determined by x, i.e.,
Bx = fy2Y : (x; y)2Bg;
similarly for y2Y; By denotes the horizontal section.
If I and J live on X and Y , respectively, IJ is the -ideal of those subsets of
XY which can be covered by Borel sets BXY such that 8Ix Bx 2J.
X0X1X2 abbreviates (X0X1)X2; similar usage applies to longer products and
products of ideals. (Note an obvious isomorphism of I0I1I2 and I0(I1I2).)
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R and C are the random and Cohen real algebras.
Suppose V is a model of ZFC. By Ra(V ) we denote the set of all random reals
over V . By NV we denote the family of all sets that can be covered by Borel sets
from N which are coded in V . Similar usage applies to other ideals.
2. Taming null sets
We prove our basic result. It is purely combinatorial and involves neither models
nor random reals.
Theorem 2.1. There exists a G set G!!  2! such that
(a) 8x Gx 2N;
(b) for all perfect P2!;
8Dx Gx \P is dense in P:
In fact, there is a continuous function  :T! S which assigns density zero slaloms
to perfect trees and such that
Gx \ lim T is dense in lim T whenever x =2
^
(T ):
Proof. Let
Kin = fu2n: juj= 2n−ig;
Ki =
[
n2!
Kin;
K =
Y
i2!
Ki:
Dene a set GK  2! by
Gx =
\
j
[
i>j
[x(i)] (x2K):
Since [u] (u2Ki) are clopens of measure 2−i, all Gx are null. Dene a function
 :T!
Y
i
P(Ki)
by
(T )(i) = fv2Ki: 92 2i \T v\T = ;g:
Note that if
91ix(i) =2 (T )(i);
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then all unions
S
i>j[x(i)] are dense in lim T , so G

x is also dense in lim T (the Baire
category theorem).
Claim. For perfect T
8i lim
n
j(T )(i)\Kinj
jKinj
= 0:
Proof. Note that if T is a tree such that jT jnj ! 1 then
8i lim
n
jfu2Kin : u\T = ;gj
jKinj
= 0:
This is a consequence of the following elementary observation. If an>bn (n2!) are
positive integers, bn !1, all an are divisible by k, then
lim
n
jfBan: jBj= an=k & B\ bn = ;gj
jfBan: jBj= an=kgj = 0:
Indeed,
an − bn
an=k

an
an=k

6

an − bn
an
an=k
=

1 +
−bn
an
an=k
6 (e−bn=an)an=k
= e−bn=k ! 0:
(Use (an − bn − i)=(an − i)6(an − bn)=an and 1 + x6ex.)
To replace K by !! and get density zero slaloms we use the following lemma.
Lemma. Given nite nonempty In (n2!); there is a surjection from ! onto
S
n In
such that preimages of sets A Sn In with jA\ Inj=jInj ! 0 have density zero.
Proof. Choose kn 2! (n2!) increasing suciently fast. Partition ! into intervals Ink
so that rst come k0 intervals I0k (k<k0) of size jI0j, next k1 intervals I1k (k<k1) of
size jI1j, etc. Let Fnk map Ink onto In. Then F =
S
n; k Fnk works.
Indeed, suppose m2 Ink . Then (writing an for jA\ Inj) we have
jF−1(A)\mj
m
6
k0a0 +   + kn−1an−1 + (k + 1)an
m
6
k0a0 +   + kn−1an−1 + (k + 1)an
kn−1jIn−1j+ kjInj
6
k0a0 +   + kn−2an−2
kn−1jIn−1j +
kn−1an−1
kn−1jIn−1j +
(k + 1)an
kjInj :
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As an−1=jIn−1j and an=jInj tend to zero, for
jF−1(A)\mj=m! 0;
we just need that
k0jI0j+   + kn−2jIn−2j
kn−1jIn−1j ! 0;
which holds if kn goes to 1 suciently fast.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
We can twist our set G a little bit and replace the ideal D in the theorem above by
KE.
Theorem 2.2. There exists a G set G!!2!2! such that
(a) 8hx; yi Ghx;yi 2N;
(b) for all perfect P2!;
8KEhx; yi Ghx;yi \P is dense in P:
To see that this is a consequence of the previous theorem use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. There is a continuous function f: !!2! ! !! such that preimages of
density zero sets are in KE.
Proof. We cut y2 2! according to x2!!. For 2 2K ; K! nite, let #2 2jKj be
the number of  in a xed enumeration of 2K . Dene
f(x; y) = h#(yjIx; i) : i2!i;
where hIx; i : i2!i is a partition of ! into consecutive intervals of size x(i)+1. Clearly
f is continuous. To see that it works let A=f−1(
V
S); S 2S0. We want to nd z 2!!
such that whenever x is not dominated by z then Ax 2E. Let
Si; x = f2 2Ix; i : #2 S(i)g:
Then for all x
y2Ax ) f(x; y)2
^
S
) 81i #(yjIx; i)2 S(i)
) 81iyjIx; i 2 Si; x:
So for all x,
Ax
^
i
[Si; x]:
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Choose now z 2!! so that
8k>z(i) jS(i)\ 2k+1j=2k+16 12 :
We claim that either z dominates x or Ax 2E. To this end suppose that z does not
dominate x. Then 91i x(i)>z(i) and thus we must have that
91i jSi; xj=2jIx; ij6 12 :
It follows that
V
i[S

i; x] is a null F set, so its subset Ax belongs to E.
3. Mokobodzki’s theorem
We generalize the following result of Mokobodzki [11].
Theorem (Mokobodzki). Let A2! 2! be analytic such that 8Nx jAxj> @0. Then
there is a null F set C2! such that
8Nx jAx \Cj>@0:
We shall prove:
Theorem 3.1. Let G be the set from Theorem 2.1. Let A2!2! be analytic with
8Nx jAxj>@0. Then
8Dy 8Nx jAx \Gyj>@0:
We need some lemmas. Recall that  denotes upper density and that the sub- and
superscripts denote vertical and horizontal sections. In particular for DX! and
n2!; Dn = fx2X : hx; ni 2Dg.
Lemma 3.2. Let D2!  ! be Borel. Suppose 8Nx (Dx)6a. Then for any >0;
  (fm : (Dm)>g)6a:
Proof. For all n
  jfm<n : (Dm) > gj6
Z
jDx \ nj:
By the Fatou lemma,
lim sup
n
Z jDx \ nj
n
6
Z
lim sup
n
jDx \ nj
n
6a:
Lemma 3.3. Let f : 2! ! S0 be Borel. Then
8Dy 8Nx y =2
^
f(x):
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Proof. Dene a slalom S as follows. For i2! let
D(i) = f(x; n) : n2f(x)(i)g
and let
n2 S(i) , (D(i)n)>2−i :
By the previous lemma, all S(i) have density zero. We show that
y =2
^
S)8Nx y =2
^
f(x):
So x y =2 V S. Then
91iy(i) =2 S(i);
so
91i(D(i)y(i))<2−i :
It follows that the set
fx : y2
^
f(x)g= fx : 81iy(i)2f(x)(i)g
=
^
i
D(i)y(i)
is null.
Lemma 3.4. Let A2!2! be analytic. Then there is Borel f : 2! ! T such that
8Nx (jAxj>@0 )f(x) is perfect and limf(x)Ax):
Proof. Let 11 be the -eld generated by the analytic sets. We can modify a theorem
of Mazurkiewicz (see [8], Section 39 VII Theorem 3, p. 496) using the Jankov{Von
Neumann selection theorem to see that X = fx: jAxj>@0g is analytic and to nd 11
measurable F :X ! T such that for all x2X; F(x) is perfect and lim F(x)Ax. Note
now that F , being Lebesgue measurable, agrees with a Borel function on a conull set.
We can now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let f be as in Lemma 3.4,  as in Theorem 2.1. Clearly   f is Borel and
8Nx (  f)(x) 2 S0:
By Lemma 3.3,
8Dy 8Nx y =2
^
(  f)(x):
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So, by the properties of ,
8Dy 8Nx Gy \ limf(x) is dense in limf(x):
As dense G’s are uncountable we get
8Dy 8Nx jGy \Axj>@0;
as required.
To see that Mokobodzki’s theorem follows from our result suppose that A2!2!
is analytic with 8Nx jAxj>@0. From our theorem, we get a null G set C2! such
that 8Nx jAx \Cj>@0. We need a null F set with the same property. First use
Lemma 3.4 to nd Borel f : 2! ! T such that
8Nx f(x) is perfect and limf(x)Ax \C:
Next, nd closed sets Dn2! (n2!) with conull union such that f is continuous on
each Dn. Then each set Fn =
S
x2Dn limf(x) is compact and it is not hard to see that
we can take
S
n Fn as the wanted F set.
A small change in the proof of the theorem allows us to show that for all analytic
A2!2!,
8Dy 8Nx jAxj>@0 )jAx \Gyj>@0:
It is also not hard to see that we can replace N by many other -ideals. Namely we
have:
Theorem 3.5. Let I live on X . Suppose that
() BI includes all analytic subsets of X ;
() if f :X !S0 is Borel then 8Dy 8Ix y =2
V
f(x).
Then for all analytic AX2! with 8IxjAxj>@0;
8Dy 8Ix jAx \Gyj>@0:
By a theorem of Marczewski, if I is ccc then () holds (in fact BI is closed under
the Suslin operation, see [8, 9]). We now show that any nite product of N and M
fulls both requirements of Theorem 3.5. There is no problem with () as the product
of ccc ideals is ccc. To get () for products we need its parametrized version for the
factors.
Denition. Let I live on X . Say that I is nice if for all Borel f : 2!X !S0 there
is Borel g : 2!!S0 such that
y =2
^
g(t))8Ix y =2
^
f(t; x):
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If I is nice then in fact for all Borel f : 2!X !S there is Borel g : 2!!S0 such
that whenever y =2V g(t) then
8Ix f(t; x)2S0 )y =2
^
f(t; x):
This is so because f(t; x) : f(t; x)2S0g is Borel.
Lemma 3.6. Let I and J be nice. Then IJ is nice.
Proof. Let I and J live on X and Y respectively. Suppose that
f : 2!XY !S0
is Borel. Since J is nice and 2! is Borel isomorphic to 2!X , we can nd Borel
g : 2!X !S0 such that
z =2
^
g(t; x) ) 8Jy z =2
^
f(t; x; y):
As I is also nice we can next nd Borel h : 2!!S0 such that
z =2
^
h(t) ) 8Ix z =2
^
g(t; x):
Together we get that
z =2
^
h(t) ) 8Ix 8Jy z =2
^
f(t; x; y):
This shows that IJ is nice.
It is easy to parametrize the proof of Lemma 3.3 to see that N is nice. (Remember
that for Borel B2!2! the function x 7! (Bx) is Borel.) By Lemma 3.6, to get ()
for arbitrary products of N and M we need to see that M is nice. We just prove an
analogue of Lemma 3.3, leaving its parametrization to the reader. (Remember that for
Borel B2!2!, fx : Bx 2Mg is Borel.)
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that D2!! is Borel and that 8Mx Dx has density zero.
Then for any nonmeager C the set fn: CnDn 2Mg has density zero.
Proof. Let E= fn : CnDn 2Mg. Since C =2M and the set X0 =fx: Dx has density
zerog is comeager, there exists x such that
x2C
-[
n2E
(CnDn) and x2X0 :
The rst part gives EDx, the second implies that Dx has density zero.
Lemma 3.8. Let f : 2!!S0 be Borel. Then
8Dy 8Mx y =2
^
f(x):
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Proof. Dene a slalom S as follows. For i2! look at
D(i) = f(x; n) : n2f(x)(i)g
and let
S(i) = fn: 9 2 26i[]nD(i)n 2Mg:
By the previous lemma all S(i) have density zero. We show that
either y2
^
S or 8Mx y =2
^
f(x):
To this end x y such that fx : y2 Vf(x)g is nonmeager. We have an increasing
union of the form[
j
fx : 8i>j y(i)2f(x)(i)g;
so for some j and  the set
fx2 []: 8i>j y(i)2f(x)(i)g
is comeager in []. Since without loss of generality we can assume that jj6j, it
follows that 8i>j y(i)2 S(i).
4. Perfect sets of random reals
It is well known that in a single random real extension the old reals are meager and
nonnull (non measurable). Brendle et al. [5] showed that a perfect set of random reals
makes the old reals dominated or null. Our Theorem 2.1 implies the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let V be a transitive model of ZFC. Then
Ra(V ) contains a perfect set
+
V \!! is a density zero set
+
V \ (!!2!)2KE:
Proof. Let G be the set constructed in Theorem 2.1. It is coded in V , so all its sec-
tions Gx (x2V ) are Borel null sets coded in V . Suppose that lim TRa(V ), where
T is a perfect tree. As lim T consists of random reals it misses all Gx (x2V ). So, by
Theorem 2.1, V \!! 2D. This accounts for the rst implication. For the second im-
plication just note that the twisting function f from Lemma 2.3 is coded in V .
Easily ‘V \ (!!2!)2KE’ is equivalent to ‘V \!! 2K or V \ 2! 2E’. This
explains the way in which Theorem 4.1 improves a result of Brendle et al. [5].
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The implications in Theorem 4.1 cannot be reversed. Clearly a dominating real yields
a covering density zero slalom, however a null F cover for the old reals does not (see
[13]). It is also not hard to cover the old reals with a density zero slalom, without
adding random reals (e.g. via the Hechler, Mathias or Laver forcing, see [10]).
We cannot split the second implication. The Laver forcing adds a dominating real
and preserves outer measure (a result of Woodin, independently of Judah and Shelah,
see [6], also [12]). So, covering with a density zero slalom does not imply covering
with a null set. (Actually, the Laver real followed by the random real adds a perfect set
of random reals and also preserves outer measure, so even a perfect set of random reals
does not yield a null cover for the old reals.) Brendle and Judah [4] showed that one
can add a perfect set of random reals without adding dominating reals. In particular, a
covering density zero slalom does not yield a dominating real. (Ros lanowski, using his
norms on possibilities technique (see [14]), has recently improved this to unbounded.)
It is a well-known application of the Fubini theorem that the random algebra R
preserves traces of null sets in the following sense. If r is a random real over V , then
the trace on V \ 2! of any Borel null set coded in V [r] is covered by a Borel null set
coded in V . In symbols:
X 2NV [r] )V \X 2NV :
A routine translation of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.8 shows that algebras R and C preserve
traces of density zero subsets of !!. As this preservation property is easily iterable,
we get the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. All nite iterations of C and R preserve traces of density zero sets.
Thus no nite iteration of C and R can force the old reals to become a density
zero set. R also preserves traces of K, E, KE, and of the -ideal generated by setsW
S, S 2S0. (To see the last assertion, replace
V
by
W
and exchange 91 and 81 in
Lemma 3.3.)
Among other forcings which preserve traces of density zero sets there is the side-by-
side product RR (see [13] for the proof). This fact provides a common generalization
of a result of Brendle and Judah [4] that RR adds no perfect set of random reals
and a result of Shelah (unpublished) that RR adds no dominating real.
Theorem 4.1 can be pushed into a single random real extension. We have the fol-
lowing.
Proposition 4.3. Let VW be transitive models of ZFC. Suppose that Ra(V ) con-
tains a perfect set coded in W [r]; where r is a random real over W . Then V \
!! 2DW .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, V \!! 2DW [r]. As traces are preserved, V \!! 2DW .
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This proposition improves a result of Bartoszynski and Judah (Theorem 2:13 of [3]),
which under the same assumptions asserts only that V \ 2! 2MW . (Clearly DM:)
Note that we cannot strengthen the conclusion of the above proposition and claim
that Ra(V ) contains a perfect set coded in W . A dominating real followed by random
yields a perfect set of random reals (see [3]), and, as mentioned above, it is easy to
add a dominating real with no random real.
It is interesting that Proposition 4.3 remains true if the random real r is replaced
by a Hechler real d. (This generalizes another result from [5], which says that a
random real followed by a Hechler real does not add a perfect set of random re-
als.) The proof, however, is not that simple (see [13]). The Hechler forcing, obvi-
ously, does not preserve traces of density zero sets. The key idea here is to improve
Theorem 2.1 so that T 2W [d]) (T )2W .
Theorem 4.1 has a natural dual version.
Theorem 4.4. Let V be a transitive model of ZFC. Then
sets form (KE)V do not cover !!2!
+
density zero slaloms from V do not cover !!
+
there is a null set that meets
every perfect set coded in V:
If b2!! is unbounded over V (i.e., dominated by no real from V ) and r 2 2!
is random over V [b] then (b; r) misses all sets from KE coded in V . Thus
Theorem 4.4 improves a result from [5] that an unbounded real followed by a random
real yields a null set that meets every old perfect set.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 (and the comments following them) translate into results
about inequalities between various cardinal characteristics of the ideals involved. This
is treated more extensively in [13].
5. Other slaloms
We rst consider lower density zero slaloms. They are related to meager sets.
Theorem 5.1. Let V be a transitive model of ZFC. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) V \!! is covered by a lower density zero slalom;
(b) V \!! is covered by a slalom whose terms 6= !;
(c) 9y2!! 8x2V \!! 81i y(i) 6= x(i).
Proof. Clearly (a)) (b), (c). To see (b)) (a) we nd f :!!! in V such that
preimages of proper subsets have lower density zero.
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Let kn 2! (n2!) increase so fast that kn=kn+1 ! 0. Let f :!!! be such that each
integer is the image of innitely many intervals [kn; kn+1). Suppose that A is the preim-
age of a proper subset of !. Then A misses innitely many intervals.
So 91n A\ kn+1 kn, and thus
91n jA\ kn+1j
kn+1
6
kn
kn+1
:
Since kn=kn+1 ! 0, A has lower density zero.
It is known that (c) is equivalent to V \ 2! 2M (a result of Bartoszynski and Miller,
see Theorem 2:4:7 in [2]). Also V \ 2! 2M is equivalent to existence of a semi-random
real over V (a closed null set that stics out from all null sets coded in V ); this is a
result of Bartoszynski and Shelah, see Theorem 2:6:14 in [2].
A dual version of Theorem 5.1 is the following.
Theorem 5.2. Let V be a model of ZFC. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) lower density zero slaloms from V do not cover !!;
(b) slaloms from V whose terms 6=! do not cover !!;
(c) 9y2!! 8x2!! 91i y(i) = x(i).
It is known (see [2]) that existence of Cohen reals over V implies (c) (the reverse
implication is still open).
Say that A! is rare if 81n jA\ [n; n + 2)j61. A rare slalom is a slalom with
rare terms. Covering by rare slaloms turns out to be equivalent to adding dominating
reals.
Theorem 5.3. Let V be a model of ZFC. Then V \!! is covered by a rare slalom
i there is a dominating real over V .
Proof. Only ) needs proving. Fix a rare slalom S that covers V \!!. Dene
d2!! by
d(i) = minfn: jS(i)\ [n; n+ 2)j61g:
Then d dominates V \!!. Indeed, given x2V \!!, S covers both x and x+1 (where
(x + 1)(i) = x(i) + 1). So, almost all x(i) and x(i) + 1 are in S(i). It follows that
81i x(i)<d(i).
An obvious dual is the following.
Theorem 5.4. Let V be a model of ZFC. Then !! is not covered by a rare slalom
from V i there is an unbounded real over V .
Clearly the number 2 can be replaced by any greater integer.
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